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The Developments in Afrin March 14th - 18th, 2018
On March 14th the city of Afrin is crowded with people. Most of the population is gathered in the
city, searching for shelter from the attacks of the Turkish army and its jihadist forces. Already more
than 232 civilians have been killed in these attacks. Since many days the Turkish drones are
continuously observing the area. Bombardments and shellings by the Turkish army are hitting in
ever closer distance to the city. The water supply is cut since March 8th, the communes and the
Autonomous Administration are organizing water trucks and food supply for the people. Phone
signal is working just occasionally and was cut for days. Several families are living in each house.
Although some people have left Afrin, there are still around 800.000 people in Afrin. Many people
do not want to leave their land and become refugees.

14/03/2018: Funeral of YPG/ YPJ/ SDF fighters and civilians killed by
the Turkish army

In the first attacks on the city center 6 civilians (4 children) die and 13 civilians get injured: Zehîd Elî
(30) , Avîn Ebdo (4), Civat Mihmed Beko (30), Roşîn îbo (37), Ebid Elhenan Îbo (76), Fatima Horo
(47), Zeyneb Kolîn (32), Qusey Bavê Omer, Raniya Hemade (20), Merûf Memo (17) & 2 unidentified
civilians.
The village Tirinde in the south of Afrin is been shelled by Turkish artillery the same day. 5 children
are injured: Robêm Mehmo (5), Rolyena Mehmo (11), Ebdo Mehmo (9), Rozelin Mehmo (6) and
Nircevan Mehmo (13).

The attacks are continuing the whole day and night.

On March 15th
the attacks are continuing and increasing in intensity. Turkish warplanes are directly bombarding
the city, which is still crowded with people. In one of the attacks 3 children and 2 women are killed.
Since yesterday the intensifying attacks on the city killed 16 civilians.

The Turkish airplanes are bombing in a large scale and the threat of a genocide rises. Many people
fear the Turkish-jihadist army and their mercylessness. A big amount of people flees towards
Sherawa district (Afrin Canton) and Shehba Canton (South East from Afrin).

March 16th,
The city is under constant bombardment. Around 500.000 people are still inside the city. Many
want to leave but drones are controlling and observing the whole area. People trying to leave are
being attacked by drones. Many civilians are being killed by the Turkish army in this way.

The air strikes and artillery attacks of the Turkish army are hitting everywhere, including civil
targets. After hitting schools, bakeries, health care stations, ambulances, water stations and
telephone stations, now especially fuel and water tanks are being hit. The tanks had been essential
for the survival of the population after the water supply from Meydanke Dam had been cut by the
Turkish army. The houses and cars of people are targeted as well.

The health care situation is disastrous. Killed and injured civilians arrive every few minutes in the
only hospital that is in operation in Afrin: Avrin Hospital. There is no space left anymore and
injured are lying on the ground, the
hygenical situation and capacity for proper treatment is getting worse. Still the Turkish state claims
not to hurt any civilians.

17/03/2018: Traces of Destruction of Avrin Hospital, attacked by Turkish Army on March 16th.

The internet and telephone signal is completely cut and no information can go in and out. After
some people reach Shehba, they have the possibility to send out pictures, proving the committed
war crimes that are hidden by Turkey.
"Also at night there were air strikes targeting #Afrin hospital. There were a lot of victims there and
due to the intensive shelling people cannot go to get the bodies. Some bodies are still there on the
street."

As the Turkish army continues to target civilians
and essential infrastructure directly, many people
fear for their lives. Thousands of people are forced
to escape from their lands, facing the threat of
genocide.

March 17th
The people inside Afrin city are being bombarded. There is no safety inside the city.

A vehicle full of civilians on the way to Shehba, escaping from the city, gets hit by howitzers of the
Turkish army. At least 13 civilians get killed. Their bodies are completely burned and only one child
survives injured.
People who try to get back to their villages are being targeted by Turkish attacks as well. After
airstrikes in Cinderese supposedly hundreds of deaths.
Kurdish Red Crescent members find the dead body of an old man in a village, that has been
abandoned because of the attacks. Out of the impossibility to bring his body to a save place,
people burry him between the pomgranade trees of Kurzele village.

The majority of Afrin's population left the area. It is difficult to get any footage from Afrin, as the
signal is cut. There is information that there are still people inside Afrin, who are not able to leave
because of the Turkish attacks. There are many dead and injured. Kurdish Red Crescent members
claim that they have been targeted by the bombardment as well. Therefore they were not able to
evacute many injured and dead from the ruins.
Turkish air-strikes and shelling on districts and the city of Afrin continue without cease. Due to
assaults on a track of refugees in the district Basute a tractor turned over, leading to the death of 6
civilian refugees.

March 18th The Turkish and jihadist forces are reaching the city. There are countless videos of
their forces inside the city, looting, detining and threatening people. Villagers reported that people
who did not want to obey, were beheaded and their mutilated bodies exposed on the road. Under
the "Takbir - Allahuakbar!" shouts of the Jihadists, the Turkish army is raising Turkish flags - making
the occupation of the territory of another country by a NATO member official.

The „new democratic values“ of Afrin. Pictures published by Turkish Press.
In Shehba Canton the representatives of the Democratic Self-Administration, YPG/ YPJ and Kongra
Star, give a press statement about the latest developments.
"For 58 days the Turkish army has attacked the people
and region of #Afrin with the aim of depopulation and
genocide. It is a joint attack, prepared and supported
by Russia and international forces. It is an attack not
only on Afrin, but on all people of North Syria. The
resistance of North Syria's peoples has been a joint
resistance. In order not to become victims of genocide,
a big part of Afrin`s population came to Serawa and
Sheba. This does not mean that we have given up Afrin.
The resistance continues." Afrin Co-Chair Asman Sheik
Isa
Spokesperson of YPG, Brusk Haseke: "We have not
withdrawn from Afrin. We took precaution to save the
lives of civilian that have been subjected to unlimited
massacres. YPG/ YPJ is present in all districts of Afrin
and will continue the struggle. We promise to our
people that we will not leave our land and our people
to the occupiers. So far our concern was to protect the people. Now, we are ready for new offences
to free Afrin."

Co-Chair of Afrin, Hevi Mistafa: "We have not given up Afrin or our hope. 56 days the people have
resisted against cruel military attacks of the occupiers. For saving the lives of our people together
we came to Sherawa and Sheba. The resistance continues everywhere. The silence of the
international community is responsible for the increasing brutality of Erdogans attacks. He
occupied Cerablus, then Bab and then attacked Afrin. No voice was raised against this. This is not
only a danger for Afrin but for the whole world."

